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Please read the following before continuing: 
 
Disclaimer: This document is a general introduction to the BadBit.Games project and is 
provided for information purpose only. This document is neither investment advice nor 
an invitation to purchase any digital assets. BadBit.Games is not running and will never 
run an ICO for the digital asset described in this document; and BadBit.Games is not in 
the business of buying and selling any digital assets. The BAD Token can be won by 
playing the games offered at BadBit.Games, but the token carries no inherent value and 
BadBit.Games is under no obligation to buy back or redeem the token. Although 
reasonable care has been taken in the preparation of this document to ensure it is based 
on facts and free from errors, BadBit.Games cannot guarantee its complete accuracy 
and cannot be held responsible for any damages or losses that directly or indirectly 
result from possible inaccuracies or errors therein. 
 
This document supersedes and invalidates any previously circulated versions. 
 
By continuing to read this document you have agreed to the above disclaimer. 
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1. Background 
1.1 Online gambling is one of the fastest growing industries right now. 
Global online gambling revenue exceeded $45 billion in 2017, and is 
expected to more than double by 2024.[1] In addition to rapid growth, the 
online gambling industry is also highly exposed to technological change. 
Operators of online casinos are keen to adopt latest technologies to both 
broaden their appeal and differentiate their offerings. Blockchain 
technology holds great potential for this industry; it promises both to offer 
revolutionary gaming experiences for players, and to create unprecedented 
value for operators. The mission of BadBit.Games is to turn that potential 
into reality. BadBit.Games aims to solve major issues that have troubled 
both operators and players since the inception of the online casino, and also 
to create entirely novel gaming experiences for players that are fun, thrilling 
and engaging. 
 

1.2 Traditional online casinos, despite their fast growth and enviable 
profits, have had difficulties dealing with two major issues. Amongst the 
grievances reported by players at online gaming sites, there are two 
recurrent themes: that of the unacceptably long and/or problematic 
withdrawal process, and that of the suspiciously generated random 
numbers or outcomes in the games. At one prominent website that handled 
2,468 cases of online casino player grievances in 2017, a remarkable 87% 
related to payment issues.[2] It is indeed a common encounter for players 
that withdrawals take an unacceptably long time; however since players 
have to surrender control of their own money to the operator in order to 
participate in the games on offer, they can be left helpless and at the mercy 
of the operators when they, for whatever reason, want their money back. 
It is evident from many studies and surveys that withdrawal and payment 
issues is the number one concern and source of distrust for online casino 
players.[3][4] Even with the help of regulators and websites that represent 
aggrieved gamblers to pressure operators, complaints can take a long time 
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to resolve. In the previous quoted survey of player complaints in 2017, it 
was noted that of the cases that were resolved, the average time to 
resolution was 111 hours.[2] BadBit.Games believes players should not be 
put through such ordeals. BadBit.Games also believes the only solution is 
for players to remain in complete control of their money, at all times. This 
has not been a possibility until the recent technological breakthrough – the 
programmable blockchain. 
 

1.3 Apart from payment issues, it is often reported that game outcomes of 
online casino software are suspect and players would complain that they 
lose money because ‘the games are rigged.’ While not all such claims are 
well-grounded, the fact remains that reports of online casinos using gaming 
software of suspicious origins come out on a regular basis.[5][6][7] These 
forged or pirated software are often tampered with to deliver payouts that 
deviate substantially from their claims. 
 
The root cause of this problem is that traditional, centralized online casinos 
are essentially businesses of trust – there is no way for players to see what 
goes on behind the fanciful graphics on their screens. They have no choice 
but to trust the casino will give them a fair game, no choice but to trust the 
software on their screen is in fact an authentic copy, no choice but to trust 
that software providers do build the honest and bug-free software that they 
profess to build. 
 
Well, players had no choice, until now. 

 
1.4 There are already applications of blockchain technology in the online 
gambling industry. This is evident in two categories of operators. The first 
category is an increasing number of online casinos that accept deposits 
(some even exclusively) in cryptocurrencies. Players bet with their 
cryptocurrency and withdraw their winnings to their crypto wallets. 
However, apart from the game currency these sites are largely 
indistinguishable from traditional online casinos. Therefore in this case the 
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sole utility derived from blockchain technology is that it provides an extra 
payment option for players to make deposits. It broadens the payment 
processing capability of operators, much akin to a situation where a 
traditional online casino that previously only accepted Visa and MasterCard, 
now celebrates the acceptance of Amex and UnionPay. 
 

1.5 The second category is a number, also increasing fast, of decentralized 
applications (dapps) that offer games of luck run by smart contracts. Ever 
since the birth of the programmable blockchain, also known as a smart 
contract platform, gambling has been one of the most quoted and 
implemented use cases of programmable blockchain technology. As smart 
contract platform technology developed, there has been a flood of 
blockchain casinos built with smart contracts. These sites typically offer a 
small number of games run by smart contracts that are deployed on a public 
blockchain, and players interact with the smart contracts using their 
browser-integrated crypto wallets, or using the built-in browsers of mobile 
wallet applications. 
 

1.6 While using smart contracts to deliver casino games represents a much 

more sophisticated application of blockchain technology, BadBit.Games 

believes that the current collective state of these dapps is far from a full 

realization of the potential of this truly ground-breaking technology. A 

typical smart contract betting site right now has the following features: 

(a) Their game catalogues are similar to a traditional centralized online 

casino. In addition to typical casino games, some have player-versus-player 

skilled-based games such as poker. 

(b) The use of digital assets is focused on rewarding players, typically by a 

revenue-sharing structure. There are very few examples of using digital 

assets to incentivize participation or to empower players. 
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(c) The extent of decentralization in these projects can be variable. Typically 

there is a portion of tokens and revenue reserved for the project team or 

early investors justified on the grounds of operational costs. 

1.7 BadBit.Games will build a 100% decentralized casino application, a 
‘Smart Casino’, that is completely unlike any of the existing betting dapps, 
or any of the existing cryptocurrency casinos. Using the Ethereum smart 
contract platform, blockchain technology will not only be used to deliver 
trustless games, but will inform all aspects of the gaming experience and 
underpin the entire gaming platform. 
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2. Product 
2.1 BadBit.Games is a Smart Casino and gaming platform built on Ethereum 
that aims to deliver a revolutionary gaming experience to players. The URL 
of the project is https://www.BadBit.Games. 

 
2.2 ‘Smart Casino’ is a new concept created by BadBit.Games. A Smart 
Casino is an online gambling application that is decentralized, trustless and 
permissionless. Almost all (certainly all that involve money and game play) 
functionalities and platform features are governed by smart contracts 
deployed on the Ethereum blockchain, with no interference possible from 
human agents. Because the Ethereum ledger is publicly available, all 
transactions are transparent and verifiable. In a Smart Casino, players are 
always in control of their own funds. 
 
Characterized by the use of digital assets to incentivize participation, and to 

reward and empower players, Smart Casinos focus on building a strong and 

participatory community right from the start of operations, and eventually 

aim for complete decentralized governance. 

All games in a Smart Casino have the following features: 

 Games are run trustlessly by open-sourced smart contracts deployed 

on the Ethereum blockchain (or technically any other public, 

permissionless blockchain with a level of decentralization and security 

similar to the Ethereum chain. At the time of writing BadBit.Games is 

not aware of any other public chain that matches these specifications).  

 Players bet with Ether directly from their browser-integrated 

Ethereum wallets.  

 Winnings are stored on the smart contract so players can bet again or 

withdraw funds to their wallet at any time. 

https://www.badbit.games/
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 Smart contracts programmatically ensure the casino operator cannot 

touch players’ funds, even if they are left on the contract. 

In short, in a Smart Casino, there is no need for players to create accounts 
on centralized servers, no need to log in or log out, no need to deposit funds 
at the casino, and most importantly no need for players to request the 
house to approve withdrawal of their own money. The casino operators 
cannot possibly delay withdrawals or seize players’ funds, even if they try! 
 

2.3 At BadBit.Games, not only are players completely in control of their 
funds at all times, they are also guaranteed a fair game. All games at the 
BadBit.Games Smart Casino will always be open-sourced. The community 
of players can freely scrutinize every line of code in the smart contract, and 
thus will be able to verify that the games are indeed random and fair. 
 
Once deployed on a blockchain, smart contracts cannot be modified by any 
party, including the party who performed the deployment. There is no need 
to rely on reputation, reviews or representations of the operator; there is 
no need to trust that they will provide a fair game for players. In a Smart 
Casino, players are in control and know for sure. 

 
2.4 At BadBit.Games, the random numbers generated in the games start 

with a third-party random number generation service provider, 

Provable.xyz. The Provable Random Number Generator is a certified 

random number generator with a full audit trail. By using this transparent 

and secure random number generation technology, players at 

BadBit.Games can be assured that all games offered are provably fair. 

To ensure complete security, the random numbers returned by the 

Provable Random Number Generator is combined with the hash of the 

block mined at the moment the betting round closes. This hash cannot be 

predicted and it is therefore unknown until the round closes, making the 

game outcome both random and unpredictable. 

http://provable.xyz/
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Calculation of the next block hash in Ethereum is an extremely complex 
process created in a manner that enables verification that sufficient amount 
of computation has been done. This prevents any potential influence over 
the next block hash value. More details about this process can be found in 
the Ethereum Yellow Paper section 4.3 – The Block[8]. 
 
Like any centralized services Provable.xyz is potentially a single point of 
failure – therefore an additional random number generation method is built 
into the smart contracts. If service provided by the Provable Random 
Number Generator is disrupted, BadBit.Games can switch to random 
number generation based only on the hash of the block mined at the 
moment the betting round closes. 
 
2.5   In addition to fun and exciting games, BadBit.Games has a number of 
platform features that aim to keep players entertained in between rounds 
as well as during the games. 

 Players can communicate with each other and socialize in the on-site 

chat box. They can talk to support staff directly in the chat box too if 

they encounter issues. 

 Progress through the player leveling system by winning the required 

amount of Ether to unlock great rewards. Wager on qualifying bets, 

win once and players can withdraw their bonus and winnings – it will 

be hard to find a more generous bonus scheme anywhere else! 

 Many games will be multi-player games where numerous players can 

bet on the same round, just like at a gaming table in a land-based 

casino. 

 Players can play on multiple games simultaneously with the same 

Ethereum address. 

 Every time a bet is placed in any games, the player has a chance of 

winning some BAD tokens which will provide many benefits in the 

 

https://ethereum.github.io/yellowpaper/paper.pdf
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BadBit.Games Smart Casino and gaming platform ecosystem that will 

be developed. 

There are loads of other platform features in the development plans, all 

with the same goal of bringing the most thrilling Smart Casino gaming 

experience to players. But right now, the most exciting (and in the long run, 

the most rewarding) platform feature is the BAD token, the ERC-20 standard 

digital asset of BadBit.Games. Chapter 3 goes into details to explain what 

BAD tokens are, their distribution and their utility. 

 

2.6 BadBit.Games is a legitimate gaming business and as such will be 

proactively responding to the fast-changing regulatory landscape applicable 

to both the online gambling and the blockchain industries. As a result, at 

some point in the future players may be invited to undertake Customer Due 

Diligence (CDD) procedures. However, any CDD procedures will be designed 

in such a way that all the characteristics of a Smart Casino will remain intact. 

The community of players will be notified well in advance in the event of 

any CDD procedures that may be introduced. 
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3. BAD Token 
3.1 The BAD token is an integral part of the BadBit.Games platform and is 
a major reason that makes the platform ‘Smart’. As the platform develops, 
the BAD token will be instrumental in bringing players a completely new 
gaming experience. 

 
3.2 Some basic information of the BAD token: 

 Standard: ERC-20 

 Supply: 1,000,000,000 tokens 

 Number of decimal places: 18  

 Creation: All tokens are pre-mined and initially held by the operator, 

BadBit.Games. There will be no further increase in supply. 

 

3.3 The only way BAD tokens are distributed from operator to players is by 
playing the games at BadBit.Games. The distribution is a random event – 
with every bet it is always possible, but never certain, that a standard lot of 
BAD tokens will be won. The size of a standard lot is initially 20 BAD tokens, 
but will decrease as the platform enters later stages (please refer to Chapter 
4 – Road Map, paragraph 4.1). 
 
BAD tokens are intended as rewards for risk-taking behavior. Therefore the 
probability of winning a standard lot of BAD tokens in any bet will be 
governed by two factors – the bet size and the winning probability of the 
bet itself. With a larger bet size, the player is taking more risk so they will 
have a higher probability of winning some BAD tokens. Similarly, if a player 
bets on a highly unlikely event (e.g. betting straight in a Roulette game) they 
are taking a lot of risk, therefore their chance of winning some BAD tokens 
during that round will again be higher. 
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3.4 It should be stressed that although the way token distribution is 
designed to reward risk-takers, even if a player makes the minimum bet, 
they still have a chance of winning some tokens. The opposite also holds 
true. Even if a player makes the maximum bet and takes the wager with the 
lowest winning probability, they can never be certain that BAD tokens will 
be won. To recap, with every single bet at BadBit.Games it is always 
possible, but never certain, that BAD tokens will be won. In any case, the 
chance of winning BAD tokens will be displayed on the game screen before 
players confirm their bets. 
 

3.5 Owners of BAD tokens will be entitled to a series of benefits. Many 

different token utilities are on the development road map; in the first stage 

of the platform token owners will be able to stake their BAD tokens and 

receive revenue rebate. 

3.6   In order to explain how revenue rebate works, the following terms are 

defined. 

 Revenue is defined as: 
(1) Total money lost by players in bets, minus 
(2) Total money paid out to players in net winnings (winnings 
excluding the original bets), minus 
(3) Total gas and fees consumed by operator in closing bets, finalising 
rounds, and paying the random number generator fees, minus 
(4) Total gas consumed by operator in distributing revenue rebate to 
eligible accounts. 
 

 Distribution Percentage is the cumulative proportion of BAD 
tokens that will be distributed to players at the end of the current 
stage. The BadBit.Games Smart Casino has ten stages planned with a 
pre-determined proportion of BAD tokens that will be distributed in 
each stage. For example, the Distribution Percentage for the first stage 
is 20%, and for the second stage it is 36%. Please refer to Chapter 4 – 
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Road Map, paragraph 4.1 for full details of the Distribution Percentage 
of each stage. 

 

 Distributable Revenue is defined as Revenue multiplied by the 
Distribution Percentage. 
 

 Non-Distributable Revenue is defined as Revenue minus 
Distributable Revenue. 

 
3.7  At any point in time the total supply of BAD tokens can be classified into 

four groups. The following is a description of the token groups and an 

illustration of group classification. 

 Group A – Tokens in Reserve. These are the BAD tokens that will 
not be distributed during the current stage. For example, during the 
first stage, 800 million BAD tokens will be classified as Tokens in 
Reserve. 
 

 Group B – Distributable Tokens. These are the BAD tokens that 
have been set aside for distribution in the current stage, but not yet 
won by players. For example, at the point of platform launch before 
any game is played, the number of Distributable Tokens will be 200 
million because it is the number of tokens that have been set aside for 
distribution in the first stage, but not yet distributed. 
 

 Group C and Group D – Distributed Tokens. Distributed Tokens 
are the BAD tokens that have been distributed to date, minus any BAD 
tokens that have been sent back to the BadBit.Games operator (token 
utilities from stage 2 onwards might involve players sending their BAD 
tokens back to the operator in exchange for access to new platform 
features – these tokens will rejoin the pool of Distributable Tokens).  
 

Distributed Tokens are then divided into Group C and Group D. 
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 Group C – Distributed but not Staked Tokens. These are the 

distributed BAD tokens that their owners choose not to stake. These 

tokens could be left on their owners’ wallets. Their owners can send 

these tokens freely to any Ethereum address just like with any other 

ERC-20 tokens. 

 

 Group D – Staked Tokens. These are the distributed BAD tokens 

that have been staked (sent to and locked at the BadBit.Games smart 

contract) by the token owners. Staking is for a minimum period of 

46,000 blocks. There is no maximum staking period. Once staked and 

after 46,000 blocks have elapsed, the token owners can initiate a 

transaction to claim back (unstake) the tokens. Unless claimed, staked 

BAD tokens will remain staked indefinitely. 
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3.8 The distribution of revenue rebate occurs once every distribution cycle, 

the length of which is initially set to 46,000 Ethereum blocks. As this 

document is written the average Ethereum block time is 13.1 seconds, 

which means the length of distribution cycles is close to 7 days. As soon as 

46,000 blocks have been mined, the BadBit.Games smart contract will allow 

the revenue distribution transaction to be initiated. In the interest of 

decentralization this revenue distribution transaction is a public function so 

can be called by any Ethereum address. However as it costs gas to call it is 

not expected that any address other than that of the BadBit.Games 

operator address will be running this transaction in reality. 

 

3.9   When the revenue distribution transaction is run, the smart contract 

takes a snapshot balance of all tokens and splits them into corresponding 

groups. It also splits the total revenue balance into non-distributable 

revenue and distributable revenue. Non-distributable revenue will be 

earned by Group A tokens. Distributable revenue will be distributed to 

Group B and Group D token owners according to their proportion of tokens 

owned. Group C tokens, those won by players but not staked, will not earn 

any revenue. At the point of each revenue distribution transaction being 

run, the length of time for which a token has been staked has no bearing on 

its revenue entitlement. The smart contract will classify each and every 

token into one of the four groups at that point in time and distribute 

revenue accordingly. Revenue, which is in Ether, will be distributed as 

contract balance for the token owners, who must initiate their own 

withdrawal transactions to move their rebate to their wallets if they wish to 

do so. 
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3.10 To provide a numerical example, assume that at the end of a 
distribution cycle during the first stage, revenue = 500ETH, and a total of 
2,500,000 BAD tokens have been won (i.e. distributed) but only 1,800,000 
of those tokens have been staked. 
 

 Distributable Revenue will be 500ETH x 20% = 100ETH. 

 Distributable Tokens (Group B) = 200,000,000 – 2,500,000 = 
197,500,000 

 Distributed Tokens (Groups C & D) = 2,500,000 

 Distributed but not Staked Tokens (Group C) = 700,000 

 Distributed and Staked Tokens (Group D) = 1,800,000 
 
Therefore every 10,000 distributed and staked BAD tokens becomes 
entitled to revenue of 100ETH / (197,500,000 + 1,800,000) X 10,000 = 
0.005ETH approximately. If a player has 50,000 BAD tokens staked on the 
smart contract they will receive approximately 0.025ETH in rebate. The 
owners of the 700,000 distributed but not staked BAD tokens will not 
receive any revenue rebate. 
 
The remaining revenue of 400ETH will be earned by the Tokens in Reserves 

(Group A).  
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4. Road Map 

4.1   There are ten development stages, known as ‘ages’, planned. The 

distribution of BAD tokens during the ten ages are proposed to be as 

follows. As soon as all BAD tokens allocated for distribution for an age have 

been distributed, the project will enter the next age. 

 

DEVELOPMENT 
STAGE 

% OF BAD 
TOKENS 

ALLOCATED 
FOR 

DISTRIBUTION 

CUMULATIVE 
% OF BAD 
TOKENS 

DISTRIBUTED 
BY THE END 

OF AGE 

NUMBER OF 
BAD TOKENS 

IN A 
STANDARD 

LOT 

NEW TYPES OF 
GAMES PLANNED 

FOR EACH AGE 
(PRELIMINARY 

IDEAS ONLY AND 
SUBJECT TO 

CHANGE) 

First Age: 
Spearhead 

20% 20% 20 CASINO GAMES 

Second Age 16% 36% 16 
PLAYER-VS-

PLAYER GAMES 

Third Age 14% 50% 14 SLOTS 

Fourth Age 12% 62% 12 
SPORTS 

BETTING 

Fifth Age 10% 72% 10 TBA 

Sixth Age 8% 80% 8 TBA 

Seventh Age 6% 86% 6 TBA 

Eighth Age 5% 91% 5 TBA 

Ninth Age 5% 96% 5 TBA 

Tenth Age 4% 100% 4 TBA 
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4.2 During Spearhead, entitlement to revenue rebate will be the only token 

utility. Games offered during Spearhead are planned to be games of luck 

including all-time favourite casino games as well as original and unique 

titles.  

As the platform moves to later ages, at least one additional token utility will 

be introduced at each subsequent age. Also, a much greater variety of 

games will be developed. 

Eventually, the quantity and quality of games offered at BadBit.Games will 

catch up with those offered at a traditional online casino. Thanks to 

blockchain technology, during the later ages BadBit.Games hopes to bring 

to players brand new game types that can only be developed and played at 

a Smart Casino. 

 

4.3   Unfortunately due to the nature of software development no promises 

of delivery dates or speculative development timeline can be provided. A 

lot of what BadBit.Games can achieve also depends on the development 

progress of Ethereum which provides the indispensable infrastructure on 

top of which this project is built. 

Everything that is offered at a traditional online casino right now are on the 

development radar – that includes sports betting, slot machines, lotteries 

and player-versus-player games such as poker. 

The team is also actively researching into games that are not offered at 

traditional online casinos right now. These are entirely original gaming 

concepts that are only made possible by blockchain technology.  
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4.4 As an increasing number of BAD tokens are distributed to players, the 
boundary between operator and players will become increasingly blurred. 
By the end of the ten ages, all the BAD tokens in existence would have been 
distributed to players, with none left in BadBit.Games operator’s 
ownership. 
 
This feature, which is coded into smart contracts, makes BadBit.Games 
highly likely the world’s first 100% decentralized Smart Casino. Exactly how 
the platform will be run at that point is currently a subject of debate and 
research, but one possible model is for the BadBit.Games platform to 
evolve into a Decentralized Autonomous Organisation, where the 
community of BAD token holders will debate and vote on operational as 
well as strategic decisions. 
 
4.5 Please follow the project on Twitter and join the official Telegram 
Group to receive regular updates on the BadBit.Games project. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/badbitdotgames
https://t.me/badbitgames
https://t.me/badbitgames
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